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Abstract
Large-scale networks generate enormous numbers of events that network analysts must parse through in
order to determine which are malicious attacks and which are not. Additionally, network analysts must
prioritize the events such that the most severe attacks are resolved first in order to limit the potential for
damage to the network as much as possible. While there exist many data reduction and event correlation
techniques for reducing the amount of data needing analysis, these techniques do not provide prioritization
capabilities.
This paper discusses our novel impact and vulnerability assessment techniques geared towards the
prioritization of events. This will aid network analysts and managers in identifying and resolving the most
critical events first. Our techniques will work with the already existing data reduction techniques. The
impact assessment technique identifies the potential impact of an attack while the vulnerability assessment
identifies the likelihood that the attack will come to fruition. Combined they provide a significant advance in
providing the automatic prioritization of attacks. Additionally, specific examples are provided to show how
impact assessment scores would be computed in association with actual events. This impact assessment as
an automated prioritization scheme will greatly improve the efficiency of the analysis process and reduce
the amount of data needing to be transmitted over the network. Thus, all aspects of performance and
efficiency of concern to network analysts and managers will be improved through the employment of such
techniques. This is particularly true for large- scale networks with large numbers of valid connections in
which the number of events needing analysis is even more substantial than typical networks.

Keywords: impact assessment; vulnerability assessment; data prioritization; data reduction; network
management

1.

Introduction

Large-scale networked resources are continuing to exacerbate the problem of network management and
identifying and isolating attacks, especially sophisticated attacks. Network resources designed for large-scale
connections such as national and international databases have additional issues associated with management
of the network connectivity. Such databases would include the data generated from the Large Hadron
Collider, the Human Genome Project, Google maps, etc. There are numerous examples of similar or related
databases that allow or require large numbers of external connections. The management of such network
connectivity is challenging because of large numbers of people legitimately attempting to connect to the
local resources and the need to identify attacks within this morass of connectivity. In essence, attackers will
be able to use the legitimate connections to obfuscate their activity. While network managers must identify
and eliminate malicious connections, they must avoid negatively affecting valid connections, while
simultaneously preventing the malicious activity from negatively affecting the legitimate connections. This
creates a huge problem of scale, as enormous numbers of events must be analyzed in order to classify events
and resolve those deemed malicious.
The goal of this research was to develop novel techniques to aid in the analysis and interpretation of this
massive amount of data accurately. The chaotic nature of network traffic data makes it very difficult to
differentiate normal from malicious traffic. Typically, network managers will have to resolve large numbers
of events that may or may not be malicious in nature. To some extent their goal must be to prioritize the
events based on the likelihood of maliciousness and potential ramifications of the event should it prove to be
malicious. Thus, the question that arises is, how can automated techniques be used to prioritize events in a
way that is helpful to analysts resolving the most critical events first?

More specifically, while current techniques attempt to classify events as malicious or innocuous they
cannot do so with absolute certainty. This leaves huge numbers of events that the analyst must manually
examine. This requires that the analyst attempt to prioritize the remaining events in order to resolve the ones
with the greatest potential for negative impacts on the network and its users. Our techniques are designed to
fill this gap. For instance, military networks see hundreds or thousands of attacks per day [24]. While many
of these attacks will automatically be blocked by firewall rules, there will be dozens per day that are not. The
network analyst must choose which attack to resolve first, essentially creating a priority order for the
resolution of the attacks. The goal with such a priority list is to minimize the total impact, damage, of the
attacks. Thus, the goal is to give highest priority to the potentially most damaging attacks. If a high impact
attack is not given sufficiently high a priority, it will essentially be allowed to damage the network until it
does get resolved. This prioritization of events is currently done in an adhoc fashion, leading to a great
potential for misidentification of the potential impact of attacks. This could be especially problematic on
particularly eventful days.
For this research, we developed an automated impact assessment algorithm designed to work with
existing capabilities to assist analysts in prioritizing network events based on the potential severity of the
identified event sequences. The impact assessment scores identify the potential (expected) impact of an
attack on the network and associated resources. It identifies the extent to which resources will be degraded
by the attack. Thus, our capabilities allow for the analyst to more efficiently and effectively target the events
with the greatest potential impact on the network. In turn, this will greatly reduce any potential impact on the
legitimate system users. Additionally, we propose the application of vulnerability assessment techniques to
be used in conjunction with the impact assessment algorithm to determine the potential impact of an event or
event sequence more accurately. A highly vulnerable system is more likely to be susceptible to a given
attack and thus the priority for an attack against such a system must be higher. The network analyst would
thus give priority to high impact attacks being targeted at highly vulnerable systems, Figure 1. A future
situational awareness visualization [1][7][11][15][23] of the impact and vulnerability assessment data
essentially makes the network state far more approachable and comprehensible to the network analyst.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the proposed impact assessment
technique. Section 3 discusses the vulnerability assessment technique that would be used to identify the
likelihood that the attack would be successful and the identified impacts come to fruition. Section 4
discusses relation to previous work and examines other techniques for data reduction. This section also
discusses how these techniques can be used in conjunction with our capabilities. Section 5 discusses future
work and section 6 discusses conclusions.

2.

Impact assessment

The primary component of this research was the development of techniques for the identification and
representation of the impact of an event. Our concept with respect to the presentation of impact is to perform
an analysis of a wide range of events and associate these events with associated military impacts. For
instance, the most applicable association is with readiness, i.e., cyber readiness. In other words, how ready is
the network to deploy missions or countermeasures? Specifically, a denial of service attack would decrease
available bandwidth associated with a specific computer system. This would be associated with an impact on
the readiness of the effected computer system and a reduced ability for said system to deploy operations. In
highly load-balanced environments, the associated impact would be similarly reduced. Corresponding
impacts must be identified, associated with the full range of analyzed attacks, and visually represented. In
essence, when computing an impact assessment score, we are attempting to compute the amount of
degradation of available resources. More importantly, however, is identifying the levels at which the
degradation in available resources negatively affects our ability to use those resources.
It is this concept of impact that will bring together, link, and correlate groups of events in a meaningful
way for the network analyst and network manager. Rather than simply identifying the existence of an event,
we will be attempting to identify what this event and other events together mean to the decision maker.
In effect, the goal of these mappings is to identify the operational readiness of the cyber infrastructure as
a whole, as well as individual components. The mappings are designed in a generic format such that they
can easily be adjusted based on considerations of each local environment. Of particular importance will be
the need to be able to change the associated value with each impact as this can vary greatly.
Ultimately, the impact assessment will provide a prioritization score to the network analyst. In essence,
the network analyst must deal with enormous numbers of events on a daily basis, especially for larger
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Figure 1. Diagram of impact and vulnerability assessment and integration for visualization.
organizations. These events must be prioritized in order to identify a sequence in which they will be
resolved. Currently, this prioritization is adhoc and based solely on the network analyst’s expectations of the
event significance. The goal here is to create an impact assessment that identifies for the network analyst the
current and predicted impact of each event according to the network analyst’s specified metrics.

2.1.

Impact assessment computation

Our impact assessment computation is derived from the work by Hariri et al. [19].
In essence, Hariri et al. provide two mechanisms by which impact can be computed. These are dependent
on how the network analyst wishes to specify acceptable impact. First, the network analyst can specify the
minimum acceptable resources that must always be available. Alternatively, the network analyst can specify
the maximum acceptable usage of available resources. The equations specified by Hariri would then be:
• CIF(Router, FSk)=|Bfault-Bnorm|/|Bmax-Bnorm|
• CIF(Client, FSk)=|TRnorm-TRfault|/|TRnorm-TRmin|
Where CIF is the computed impact factor. Here, the assessment is per resource and the individual values
for each resource would have to be summed to generate total system impact. For our purposes, we also
include priority. Different systems will have different levels of importance to the network analyst, i.e.,
having a server heavily impacted is of greater concern to the network analyst than a common desktop. Thus,
our inclusion of priority is designed to account for the variation in systems importance. Therefore:
• CIF’=CIF*Prioritysystem
• CIF=0..1
• 0 is normal
• 1 is abnormal
• Priority=0..1
For this research, we initially computed impact factors manually as follows:
1. Identify a set of attacks covering a wide array of attack types.
2. Simulate these known attacks to quantitatively and accurately identify their impact on resources.
This formed our initial attack corpus [4].
3. Map the attacks identified in the sample attack data to these known attacks. In essence, we are
attempting to map the characteristics of new simulated attacks against attacks in our known attack
corpus to determine if the sequence of events should be considered an attack and to derive its future
potential impact. This can result in an attack in the sample attack data being partially mapped to
multiple known attacks, resulting in a list of percentages.
4. The resultant impact factors for the sample attack data are calculated.
5. These values are stored in our database for use by the network analyst, likely through situational
awareness techniques.

We have performed simulations of attacks to identify the impact those attacks have on network
bandwidth, CPU utilization, memory utilization, and disk utilization. The second step in the process was to
manually map the identified impacts onto the attacks identified in sample attack data. These impacts could
be further mapped to available services, systems, and missions. The full set of results is beyond the scope of
this paper but appear fully in [4]. While we currently map the simulated (new) attack to the attacks in the
attack corpus manually, this could be done in an automated manner in the future through attack graph
analysis or related techniques.
Caveat: The fact that we store the potential impact rather than simply calculating it allows for the analyst
to directly modify some of these values. This is critical for attacks in which the rate of resource
consumption, as a primary measure of impact specification, is inappropriate. A common example for which
this is the case is botnets. For botnets we will want to relate a much greater impact than the simple rate of
consumption of resources implies.

2.2.

Empirical formula derivation

This section provides more specifics as to how the impacts factors of the sample attack data were
generated. For the purpose of this analysis, we considered the following performance parameters:
• CPU Usage
• Memory Usage
• Disk Usage
• Network Bandwidth Usage
Threshold values of the attacked system and network: These are the values of the victim network and
system before the attack:
Network Bandwidth Capacity: 94.13 Mbps CPU: 3 GHz
Memory: 1 GB
Disk: 2.5 GB
For our initial example of the impact assessment computation, we considered two attacks: ICMP Flood
attack and ICMP ping NMAP. All attacks were implemented to perform the simulation, amounting to ~1100
lines of code. The ICMP Flood attack was previously computed and its impact metrics stored in our attack
corpus. The goal was to deploy an actual simulation of the ICMP ping NMAP attack, correlate it with the
ICMP Flood attack, and determine how the ICMP ping NMAP attack’s resource usage compared to that of
the ICMP Flood attack’s resource usage. These two attacks were compared due to their similarity. In a
deployed capability, identifying this relationship would allow the network analyst to predict the future
potential impact of a new attack, an attack not currently in the attack corpus.
For this evaluation, we are considering only a single system under attack. The simulations used three
systems, running through a single switch, namely: the target systems, the attacker system, and the detection
system running the Wireshark protocol analyzer. This was a controlled environment to measure only the
impact of the attack so there were no other users on the system. The values of all parameters were measured
before the attack was initiated to acquire the ground truth data. The parameters were again measured after
the attack was initiated. The difference in values identified the impact of the attack.
All results presented are associated with the single target system associated with the simulation. If
multiple systems were being affected then the CPU usage, memory usage, and disk usage would include the
impact of the attack on all affected systems; thus scaling them appropriately. Differences in system
configuration may prevent a simple linear scaling of the impact.
The severity of the attack’s impact is measured by the rate at which the resources are being used. Hence,
the measurements should be in such a format that represents the amount of consumption of the resources as
well being comprehensible to the network analyst. Hence, the network bandwidth usage is measured in
Mbps. Memory usage and disk usage are measured in GB/min, which indicates the amount of storage-based
resources being used if the attack continues. For CPU resources, a typical usage based on CPU load is
acquired, which has a value of zero for no load and a value of one for the full-time usage of one equivalent
CPU. A difficulty arises, however, since CPU load is not directly related to other CPUs. Thus, to generalize
the same here, there is a need to map the CPU load to an indicator of that CPU’s capability. Here, it is
mapped to the speed of the CPU, GHz, essentially indicating how much of the available processing power
would be consumed by the attack. Another option would be to map to the MFLOPS rating of the processor,
but this is less accessible and can be even more misleading since the attacks are not going to be optimized
for efficiency of instruction usage.

ICMP Flood Attack: An ICMP Flood Attack is a denial of service attack in which one or more attacking
systems send a sufficient number of ICMP echo requests to overload the target system’s resources. This
prevents the target system from being able to respond to any future requests, even valid ones. The values
were recorded during simulation of the attack for a period of 20 minutes.
Available Network Bandwidth during Attack: 39.0 Mbps
NW Bandwidth Usage: (94.13 - 39.0) Mbps*60/1024/8= .4038 GB/min *300 =
121.14 GB/min CPU Usage: 1.26 GHz/20 = 0.063GHz/min
Memory Usage: 0.53GB /20 = 0.0265 GB/min Disk Usage: 2.5 GB/20 = 0.125 GB/min
Total Resource Usage: 121.14 GB/min + 0.063GHz/min + 0.0265 GB/min + 0.125 GB /min =
121.3545
Thus, Total Resource Usage is a representation of the total resources used by the attack. We convert all
values to similar scales of units, namely giga* per minute. A side effect of this is that the network bandwidth
becomes an extremely low value in comparison with the other values; this is seen below where we compute
maximum availability values. To compensate we multiple the network bandwidth by a scale factor, namely
300. This could also be construed as a priority value. For instance, should network bandwidth be considered
the most important resource then it could be multiplied by a greater amount.
Network Bandwidth Capacity: 94.13 Mbps *60/1024/8=.6894 GB/min *300 =
206.82 CPU: 3 GHz*60 = 180 GHz/min
Memory: 1 GB*60 = 60 GB/min
Disk: 2.5 GB*60 = 150 GB/min
Total Resource Availability: 206.82 +180+60+150 =596.82
Percentage of Total Resources Used by Attack = 121.3545/596.82 *100%= 20.3335%
One thing that becomes clear very quickly is that most of the values are extremely small, except for
network bandwidth usage. The percentage of available network bandwidth being used is very high but the
other values are extremely small. This is representative of ICMP Flood Attack being an older denial of
service attack using many network packets that current network services handle efficiently. An alternative
computational strategy would be to compute the individual usage percentages for each resource and then
average them together.
This is an example of an attack in our attack corpus. The interpretation of the specific impact of this
attack would be up to the individual network analyst. What is more important is when a new attack is
identified and we can associate that attack with an attack already in our attack corpus. Then this would allow
the network analyst to predict the impact of the new attack. For instance, we can simulate an ICMP Ping
NMAP attack, which is similar to and would be mapped to the ICMP Flood Attack.
ICMP Ping NMAP: This is a network scan attack. In essence, it is an indication that nmap was used to
generate a sequence of pings of the target network. This is often seen as a precursor to more direct and
malevolent attacks. Since there is no direct way to measure the usage of the mentioned parameters, we have
assumed certain values given below. It is also assumed that these values were calculated over a period of 20
minutes.
Available NW Bandwidth during Attack: 50.5 Mbps
NW Bandwidth Usage: (94.13-50.05) *60/1024/8 = .3229 GB/min *300 = 96.8555
CPU Usage: 0.6 GHz/20 = 0.03 GHz/min
Memory Usage: 0.5 GB /20 = 0.025 GB/min
Disk Usage: 2.5 GB/20 = 0.125 GB /min
Total Resource Usage: 96.8555 + 0.03 + 0.025 + 0.125 = 97.0355
Ratio of resources used compared to ICMP Flood Attack = 97.0355/121.3545*100% =
79.9603%
Thus, the impact of an ICMP Ping NMAP attack is 79.96% of the impact of ICMP Flood Attack. In other
words, the ICMP Ping NMAP uses approximately 79% of the resources used by ICMP Flood Attack. This
will essentially allow a network analyst to predict the future impact of an attack.

2.3.

Generalization of the formula

The threshold values of the attacked system and network are the values before the attack and are
represented as follows:
• Let the availability of the resources of the attacked system be defined as:
AVCPU: Amount of CPU available for usage in GHz

•

•
•

•

•

AVMEM: Amount of memory available for usage in GB AVDSK: Amount of disk available
for usage in GB
AVNW: Amount of network available for usage in Mbps.
Let the values of the above parameters for the simulated attack for time period T1 minutes be
defined as:
SCPU:
Percentage CPU usage by simulated attack
Percentage memory usage by simulated attack SDSK: Percentage disk usage by
SMEM:
simulated attack
Network bandwidth available by simulated attack (in Mbps)
SNW:
Let the Priority Factor be defined as :
PF:
Priority factor which is assigned a value 1.
Let the Priority value for each of the parameters be defined as follows:
CPUPRIORITY_VALUE
= 1 min/GHz
= 1 min/GB
MEMORYPRIORITY_VALUE
= 1 min/GB
DISKPRIORITY_VALUE
NWBANDWIDTHPRIORITY_VALUE
= 1 min/GB
Let the usages of the above parameters for the simulated attack in T1 minutes be defined as:
USCPU
= (AVCPU * SCPU * PF * CPUPRIORITY_VALUE)/ T1
USMEM = (AVMEM * SMEM * PF * MEMORYPRIORITY_VALUE) / T1
= (AVDSK * SDSK * PF * DISKPRIORITY_VALUE) / T1
USDSK
= ((AVNW -SNW) * PF * NWBANDWIDTHPRIORITY_VALUE) / T1
USNW
Total resources used by the simulated attack (ASTOTAL ) in T1 minutes is as follows:
USTOTAL = USCPU + USMEM + USDSK + USNW

It is important to note that the specific terms for the different components will be factored out in equation
3. The goal with adding the different terms is to relate the total impact of the attack while treating these
terms as equally important. This differs from Hariri et al. [19] in which each component is individually
checked to determine if it is anomalous and the percent of anomalous components is determined. We felt
this was insufficient since it allows attacks to go unrecognized should they limit the number of impacted
components, even if those components are significantly impacted. By adding the individual components, we
ensure that all impacts of an attack are represented and presented to the network analyst. The individual
priority terms for each component can be used should one of the component values be too small relative to
the other components.
• Let the identified parameter values for a new attack for a time period T2 minutes be defined as:
NCPU: Percentage CPU usage by new attack
NMEM: Percentage Memory usage by new attack
NDSK: Percentage Disk usage by new attack
NNW: Network bandwidth usage by new attack (in Mbps)
• Let the usages of the above parameters for the new attack in T2 minutes be defined as:
UNCPU = (AVCPU *NCPU * PF * CPUPRIORITY_VALUE ) / T2
UNMEM = (AVMEM * NMEM * PF * MEMORYPRIORITY_VALUE ) / T2
UNDSK = (AVDSK* NDSK * PF * DISKPRIORITY_VALUE) / T2
UNNW = ((AVNW - NNW)* PF * NWBANDWIDTHPRIORITY_VALUE)/ T2
• Total resource usage by the new attack in T2 minutes is as follows:
UNTOTAL = UNCPU + UNMEM + UNDSK + UNNW
Thus, the impact severity percentage calculation is as follows:
(UNTOTAL / USTOTAL)* 100

Equation 3 is particularly critical as it essentially eliminates the remaining terms leaving a value without
GHz, Mb, GB, etc. Additionally, this converts the total impact into a percentage. This helps to neutralize the
deviation is scale of terms from equations 1 and 2.

2.4.

Assigning severity score
•

The severity score is assigned a value on a scale of 0-5. There is the possibility that decimal
values will be computed.

(1)

(2)
(3)

•

For each of the simulated attacks, calculate the total impact severity percentage for each of the
parameters.
• The impact severity percentage is the total resource used while the simulated attack was active
divided by the total resources available under normal conditions. [This approach has been taken
because we can witness the impact when the simulated attack is active].
• A higher impact severity percentage signifies a high severity, hence a higher severity score. A
lower impact severity percentage signifies a lower severity score.
o Under 5%: 5 (System needs a reinstall of software, needs to go offline)
o 5% - 35% : 0 (System Behaves Normally)
o 35% - 50% : 1
o 50% - 75% : 2
o 75% - 85% : 3
o Above 85%: 4 (System behaves abnormally)
The assumption being made with these scores is that a system reporting minimal or no impact at all from
an attack is likely compromised or already in a failed state. At the very least, the network analyst must
examine the system/scenario to ensure that the results are appropriate. Thus, such systems are given a higher
severity score. As with all such performance metrics, these values would be adjusted by network
managers/analysts to be suitable for their own environment.

2.5.

Impact analysis algorithm

The impact analysis algorithm states the procedure for detecting when a system/network is under attack
along with the calculation of the impact severity percentage. It is as follows:
1. The resource availability values signify that the systems are functioning to their full potential.
Make available such values for each of the identified performance metrics of the target
machine.
2. Create the attack database by simulating a set of known attacks and populating the database
with the amount of resources used while the system was under attack as well as with the
resource availability values.
3. Attack graphs are used to detect the attacks as well as to map the attacks to various simulated
attacks in the database. Once the attack is mapped to a simulated attack, calculate the resource
usage using Equation 1.
4. The detection goes in a stepwise manner:
• Check the network bandwidth for an increase in the number of packets of a particular
type. An increase in a particular type of protocol can signify an attack.
• Check the CPU usage for an increase in usage against the optimal value. A very high
rate of increase signifies an attack.
• Check the memory usage for an increase in usage. A very high rate of signifies an
attack.
• Check the disk usage for an increase in usage. A very high rate of increase signifies an
attack.
5. While the attack is in progress, use Equation 2 to calculate the total resource usage.
6. Use Equation 3 to calculate the impact severity percentage.

2.6.

Validation example

This section demonstrates the application of the impact assessment technique to a simulated attack. The
same three-system configuration used previously was similarly used in this example with an actual
implementation of a simulated attack. In this simulated attack, the attacker sent a large number of
overlapped IP fragments. This particular attack maps to the Nestea attack, one of the attacks we simulated to
create an initial attack corpus [4]. The Nestea attack is a Linux specific denial of service attack based on the
sending of IP fragments to a target system. It relies on an “off by one IP header bug” in the Linux
defragmentation code. It can cause vulnerable systems to crash. Any open applications while the attack is in
progress will likely lose data. Table 1 presents the results collected over the 150-minute period during which
the attack was run. All values show the increased usage of the given resources from the pre-attack state.

Time (in mins)
CPU Usage (%)
Memory Usage (%)
Disk Usage (%)
NW BW Usage (%)

0

Table 1. Performance values during the new attack.
15
30
45
60
75
90
105

46.86 51.59
46.30 50.50
83.00 83.00
0.00 0.00

52.43
50.73
83.00
0.00

52.50
51.65
83.00
0.00

53.55
51.91
83.00
0.00

53.90
52.25
83.00
0.00

54.09
52.74
83.00
0.00

54.58
53.60
83.00
0.00

120
55.06
53.77
83.00
0.00

135
56.18
53.86
83.00
0.00

150
57.50
54.03
83.00
0.00

The impact severity is computed below. The threshold values of the victim’s system/network before the
attack are:
• Network bandwidth capacity: 94.13 Mbps
• CPU : 3 GHz
• Memory : 1 GB
• Disk: 2.5 GB
Nestea attack: These values were recorded during the 150-minute period of the simulated attack.
• Available NW bandwidth during attack: 94.13 Mbps
• NW bandwidth usage: (94.13–94.13)* (1 min/Mbps) /150 = 0.0
• CPU usage : (1.725 GHz) *( 1 min/GHz) /150 = 0.0115
• Memory usage : (0.5403GB) * (1 min/GB) /150 = 0.003602
• Disk usage : (2.5 GB) *(1 min/GB) /150 = 0.0167
Total resource usage: 0.0 + 0.0115 + 0.003602 + 0.0167 = 0.031802
Simulated attack: These values were calculated while the system/network was under a simulated attack
for a 150-minute period.
• Available NW bandwidth during attack: 94.10 Mbps
• NW bandwidth usage: (94.13–94.13)*(1 min/Mbps) /150 = 0.0
• CPU usage : (1.705 GHz) *(1 min/GHz) /150 = 0.01134
• Memory usage : (0.5303 GB) *( 1 min/GB) /150 = 0.003535
• Disk usage : (2.5 GB) *(1 min/GB) /150 = 0.0167
Total resource usage: 0.0 + 0.01134 + 0.003535 + 0.0167 = 0.031575
Impact Severity Percentage: (0.031575/0.031802) * 100 = 99.28%
Thus, the impact of the new attack is 99.28% of the impact of a Nestea attack. This means the simulated
attack uses approximately 99.28% of the total resources used by a Nestea attack.

3.

Vulnerability assessment

The validation example in the last section demonstrates the importance of vulnerability assessment. The
simulated attack can have disastrous consequences. However, this is only the case if a targeted system is
vulnerable to the attack. The goal with vulnerability assessment in the long term is to determine if a specific
system is vulnerable to the current attack. This is currently not feasible, especially when we consider the
case of zero day attacks. Thus, the goal is to generate an indicator identifying the approximate overall
vulnerability of each system. Thus, while Linux systems should have long ago been patched against the
Nestea attack specifically, we can assume that a similar bug will be identified in the future and the
simulation shows the results of the impact assessment under such similar circumstances. Systems with a
higher overall vulnerability indicator will more likely be susceptible to a given attack.
In order to provide an effective representation of vulnerability we began with the Common Vulnerability
Scoring System (CVSS, http://www.first.org/cvss/) [32][36] which specifies specific algorithms and
equations for assigning a numerical vulnerability score to a system. We then examined how such a scoring
system could be integrated into a primarily automated system and how the components of the scoring system
could be accurately evaluated and updated based on events.
The goal with vulnerability assessment is to identify the relative susceptibility of a system to attack. A
system with a low vulnerability score is less likely to have a successful attack against it. Thus, a network
analyst will be more concerned with attacks against systems deemed more vulnerable. This will be further
impacted by the priority of the system itself; i.e., network analysts will be more concerned with attacks
against a server than a common desktop.

3.1.

Generating CVSS scores

We took a multi-pronged approach to the generation of CVSS scores. First, we realized that as CVSS is
becoming a defacto standard, many of the common scanning applications are including it, such as Nessus.
Given that tools such as Nessus will be constantly updated and will have extensive and robust understanding
of vulnerabilities, beyond anything we could implement, it was determined that such tools would be the
primary providers of CVSS scores. As a second prong, we created a tool to generate our own CVSS score
from the results of nmap and netstat, using a weighted average as follows:
• openPortsFactor = 1.0;
• incomingPacketsDiscardedFactor = 0.01;
• inputICMPMessageFailedFactor = 0.01;
• icmpMessagesFailedFactor = 0.01;
• failedConnectionAttemptsFactor = 0.001;
• badSegmentsReceivedFactor = 0.01;
• packetsToUnknownPortsReceivedFactor = 0.01;
• packetsRejectedInEstablishedConnectionFactor = 0.02;
• sackRetransmitsFailedFactor = 0.005;
• connectionsAbortedFactor = 0.005;
• connectionsFactor = 1.0;
These values can easily be adjusted by network managers and analysts to best suit their specific needs
depending on their specific concern with attack types and associated appearance in the network data.

3.2.

CVSS score collation

Given the multiple methods of generating CVSS scores, we created a java applet to collate the scores
from individual machines. This java applet has a database of applications to examine for potential CVSS
scores. It then uses a weighted average of the available scores. Note that the weighted average can give all
weight to one application and no weight to others. This would be advisable if Nessus and our own custom
capability were available. Given the accuracy and robustness of Nessus vs. our custom capability, we would
wish to only use Nessus and ignore our own results should Nessus be available. Figure 2 shows the process
for collating the CVSS scores from all available applications onto a database for use by the visualization
application.
More specifically, the database of applications would include the following data:
• Location - Location of the file on the drive.
• Importance - Importance of this piece of data.
• Description - Description of data.
• Penalty - Penalty given to final score if data is not present.
• Rating scale – Normalization value (divisor).
• Line # - What line the data is on.
• Char # - What character on that line.

Nessus

Parser
Collator

Database

Nmap
Parser

Interpreter

NetStat
Figure 2. Our process for collating CVSS scores into a database for use by the visualization environment.

Given a set of database entries, the following process is used to generate the final CVSS score:
• Each score is acquired and normalized.
• Each score is weighted by importance.
• If an application CVSS result file is not present, zeros are added based on the specified penalty.
• A weighted average is generated.
o Possibly include Dempster-Shafer Weighting.
• The score is displayed to the user (Optional).
• The score is sent to the database for use by the network analyst.

4.

Relation to previous work

Ultimately, the goal with our research is to provide a more effective and usable data reduction technique
for network managers. This is a necessity due to the scale of the current problem and the insufficiency of
current techniques such as data reduction, automated classification, and intrusion detection systems. The
data reduction domain focuses on three primary techniques, namely: event correlation, clustering, filtering,
and dimensional reduction [13].
Our technique provides data reduction while simultaneously providing prioritization information for the
network analyst. Existing capabilities may provide data reduction but do not provide the prioritization. The
goal in this section is to provide examples of other relevant techniques for data reduction. We also identify
how they relate to our technique. These techniques can be used in conjunction with our proposed technique.
This research applies to the greater domain of developing novel metrics for cyber security analysis and
comparison. Such metrics are critical for the continued advancement of cyber security at large. Related work
by Jiang et al. [20] evaluates the security of wireless networks. Such a metric could easily be integrated into
our framework to provide impact assessment of not just hosts but networks as well.

4.1.

Event correlation

Basic event correlation tools attempt to associate sequences of events with higher-level attack concepts.
One of the most well known such tools is snort [22][31]. Snort actually possesses a hierarchy of attack
information and when it generates an alert based on the correlation of multiple events can provide the
network analyst with details on all levels of the attack hierarchy. This correlation of events into specific
attacks greatly reduces the volume of information needing analysis but does not aid in the prioritization of
events that is the primary goal of our research. In fact, such event correlation could be used by our
techniques as an attack mapping technique. Haines et al. [18] evaluate typical event correlation techniques.
There is an additional category of interactive event correlation techniques. These techniques are typically
designed around database queries [2][10] and are designed more for post mortem analysis. The interactive
nature of these techniques makes them ineffective for our purposes. As with other event correlation
techniques, they do not aid in the prioritization process.

4.2.

Principal component analysis

Principal component analysis [26][30] is geared towards reducing the dimensionality of data. Principal
component analysis identifies the variables (dimensions) which account for the variability in the data. The
reduction of data parameters can help focus network analyst attention on the most important data attributes.
This technique does not reduce the actual number of data elements itself. Thus, additional capabilities are
needed for data reduction, though principal component analysis could be used with any other data reduction
techniques. To date, such data reduction techniques have not proved effective against network data due to
the variability of such data and the fact that attackers can simply vary irrelevant network packet parameters
to throw off such dimensionality reduction techniques. Our work focuses on the reduction of data elements
rather than the dimensionality reduction provided by principal component analysis.
Our approach is to perform data reduction by algorithmically transforming the raw data into a more
abstract concept that will have greater value and meaning to the network analyst. This results in a
dimensional reduction while at the same time increasing effective value of the data elements; i.e., along the
lines of the quote by Aristotle “The whole is greater than the sum of its parts”. Thus, this algorithm designed
specifically for cyber security will be more effective in this scenario than generalized techniques such as
PCA.

4.3.

Clustering

With the large volume of data available, many of the data elements and parameters will be closely
associated. This must take context and past activity into account. Additionally, workstations will clearly be
treated differently than servers. Thus, clustering [21] can prove enormously effective at data reduction and is
greatly needed [6]. Additionally, such clustering can greatly improve the analysis process by assisting in
correlation activities. Clustering can be applied according to two main metaphors. First, manual clustering
allows a network analyst to directly group data elements or specify rules for the creation of clusters.
Alternatively, algorithmic approaches can be applied for the automatic clustering of data elements [33].
Such clustering techniques can be applied both in conjunction with and independently of our proposed
impact assessment metric. The clustering will reduce the number of individual activities a network analyst
must cope with. In essence, the impact assessment could be considered a clustering algorithm itself as it
groups event sequences based on their level of severity. Adhoc clustering is not effective since by grouping
elements together it is essentially hiding data and can actually aid in obfuscating attacks.

4.4.

Filtering

An extension to the idea of clustering is allowing the network analyst to identify elements to remove
from analysis interactively, i.e., the concept of a new view of the data. Filtering can be applied through
interaction, algorithmically, or other means. Through filtering, we wish to remove the elements deemed noncontributive to the problem under inspection. Fully automated filtering can require that decisions be made as
to what data is relevant and what data is not. Such concepts are often used by attackers to obfuscate their
activities. Collaborative filtering [16] is particularly relevant to the large-scale nature of the problems at
hand. In essence, one of our goals is to filter out events deemed to have little or no malicious impact on the
network automatically, allowing the network analyst to focus on truly significant events more effectively.
Filtering can similarly be applied to remove events resolved through other techniques such as intrusion
detection systems or deemed to be of lesser priority due to the systems or services being attacked. In other
words, additional filtering techniques can be used to assist the impact assessment algorithms.

4.5.

Automated classification of network events

Techniques exist for the automatic classification of network events. Our goal is not to replace these
techniques but to provide additional capability on top of such techniques to aid analysts in prioritizing events
that may need investigation. Where possible, the goal is to use these techniques to classify events as
malicious or innocuous and to associate an event sequence with known attacks in the attack corpus such that
the impact of a new attack can be predicted and thus prioritized. Thus, our capability can be applied to any
classification scheme, such as:
• Attack graph analysis [3][27] – Attack graphs are most commonly used to classify attacks as early
as possible based on known event steps such that analysts can identify attacks they know to be a
concern to their network. A more complete use of attack graphs incorporates vulnerability
information to correlate attacks with known vulnerabilities. The latter is often used a priori to
identify and resolve network vulnerabilities. As attack graph analysis can associate event sequences
with exact attacks, the identification of potential impact associated with the event sequence is likely
to be more accurate.
• Attack Correlation [25] – Attack correlation techniques are related to attack graph techniques in
that they attempt to identify attack scenarios through the analysis of event sequences. Ning et al.
[25] identify attack scenarios through the identification of prerequisites and consequences.
• Neural network classification [35] – Neural networks are circuits of interconnected processing
elements that learn and identify patterns in data. Complex neural networks can be applied to
attempt classification of specific attacks in contrast to simply malicious versus innocuous activity.
• Statistical classification [5] – Statistical classification, a form of data mining, groups events based
on their statistical similarity. Any statistical technique could essentially be applied to determine the
similarity of events. Thus, the goal here is to identify the similarity of an event sequence with other
malicious events or with other specific attacks.

The goal here is not to consider the accuracy of current classification techniques but simply to provide
examples of the techniques that our impact assessment technique can work with. As improvements are made
with the underlying classification algorithms for network security, the resulting impact assessment will
receive similar improvements in accuracy. While many of these techniques will independently reduce the
number of alerts the network analyst needs to deal with they do not aid in the prioritization task that is the
primary goal of our research.

4.6.

Intrusion detection systems

Intrusion detection systems, such as snort [22], attempt to determine if events and event sequences are
malicious through comparison with a set of rules. Such systems can be effective at eliminating common
attacks, especially if the rules and algorithms are carefully crafted to match the policies of the network.
However, such systems are generally unable to detect unknown sophisticated attacks. Thus, the network
manager must still analyze a large number of events in order to determine if any are malicious or will have a
negative impact on the network. Thus, our impact assessment algorithm can work with such intrusion
detection techniques to provide the next level of capability, aiding network managers in determining which
remaining events should be analyzed next and which will fall below the threshold of significance of impact.
In essence, network intrusion detection systems may detect an attack or related malicious event on the
network. However, such systems will identify events arbitrarily and will not aid network managers in the
identification of the severity of the events; thus not aiding in the prioritization of events for remediation.

5.

Future work

Our immediate plan for the future is to continue work on the automated impact assessment research as it
has the greatest potential to influence the field. Other research we have identified that needs to be done
includes:
• Creation of command console capabilities to allow for the long-term management of events.
• Creation of a more complete set of simulated attacks and mappings of events in the attack corpus.
• Automatically insert new attacks seen in the wild and verified as hostile into the attack corpus,
assuming sufficient data associated with the new attack was observed.
• Automatically derive priority factors based on the types of services, the criticality of those services,
and the frequency of use of those services.
• Automated generation of vulnerability assessment data.
• Integration of trust and reliability metrics; i.e., a reputation scoring system [34]. This will aid
analysts in identifying how much credibility to associate with impact assessment scores from
different sources.
The mapping of events to impact, while focusing on the cyber domain, will be designed into the
environment in such a way that mappings for additional domains, once identified can easily be plugged into
the environment. We have begun developing situational awareness visualization techniques that are directly
focused on the representation of these impact and vulnerability assessment values. Discussion of these
visualization techniques is beyond the scope of this paper.

5.1.

Automated impact assessment computation

The current research focused on the manually mapping of the impact assessments to sample attack data,
services, and missions. In the long term, the goal will be to fully automate the impact analysis process. We
have identified the process by which this can be done, Figure 3, as follows:
1. Simulate a wide range of known and existing attacks to identify their impacts on CPU
utilization, network bandwidth utilization, memory utilization, and disk utilization.
Simultaneously, identify what other resources should be measured.
2. When a new attack stream is identified, the associated events will be passed through a
classifier, such as a neural network or attack graph. The results of the classifier will be
percentage matches against known attacks. These percentages would then be mapped to the
impact/utilization matrices to identify the potential impact of this new attack. Identification of
the most effective classifier and its configuration will be a research question during the
development of the automated impact assessment process.

3.

Remote agents [8], along the lines of CyberCraft [28][29], would be used to automatically
determine what services are running on each system, what users are using these systems, and
how much of each resource is typically required by that system. This information combined
with the results of phase 2 will be used to identify the impact of the new attack on users,
systems, and services.
4. The user could then specify priorities for the systems/services, and associate systems and
services with higher level concepts such as tasks or missions. The user could also manually
assign services to systems that cannot run the remote agent or for large groups of desktops that
are configured identically.
The computed impact potential would be passed to appropriate databases, logs, situational awareness
capabilities, and the networks analysis and managers.
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Figure 3. Proposed process for the automatic generation of impact assessment.

5.2.

Determining maximum and available network bandwidth

When determining the impact of an attack on the network it is helpful to determine the actual available
network bandwidth for each critical system. This would essentially examine the available bandwidth over
the slowest or the most heavily used network link. The impact assessment algorithm identifies the impact of
the events on network availability. However, we must determine the actual network bandwidth available
over the slowest links relevant to an affected system to determine the full impact of the event. In other
words, the impact assessment algorithm provides an indication of how much network bandwidth an attack
will use. We propose that the impact assessment algorithm can be further enhanced with the results of
algorithms for determining actual network bandwidth availability to create a more complete evaluation of
the impact of an attack, such as with the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [9][14]. Determining this bandwidth
availability could be done using typical applications of the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm. The Ford-Fulkerson
algorithm essentially determines the maximum flow in a network.
Using techniques such as the Ford-Fulkerson algorithm could additionally be used to identify redundancy
and lack thereof in the network. More specifically, the techniques could be used to identify a set of linked
systems on a network whose bandwidth can be jointly used to relay information across the networks of an
organization. In addition, this techniques could help identify critical systems that if attacked will disconnect
communications between the networks of an organization. These systems can be identified during the runs
of this algorithm under a simulated attack and can be protected with extra measures of limited accessibility
and few running processes. The available bandwidth on each system is used to determine the flow and
capacity of each communication path between the associated systems on the network.

6.

Conclusions

This research presents significant advances in the automatic generation of impact assessment data.
Additionally, we advance the development of vulnerability assessment and show how vulnerability

assessment can be used in conjunction with the impact assessment data. This research focused on how these
values can be generated. We identified manual means through which these values can currently be computed
and future work that will ultimately allow these values to be computed automatically. The goal is for these
techniques to be integrated into next generation situational awareness environments. This will have
numerous direct benefits to network managers and network analysts, including:
• Reduce the volume of information needing analysis by network analysts and managers, improving
their performance and effectiveness.
• These techniques will make situational awareness environments more accessible and usable when
these values are represented as opposed to the low-level events as are typically represented in such
environments.
• Provide direct representations of consequences of events and thus aiding network analysts in
prioritizing events. This will directly improve the effectiveness of network analysts.
• Reduce the amount of information transmitted over the network. The impact assessment can easily
be computed on distributed nodes, especially routers. Thus, only the impact assessment scores
would need to be transmitted to the network analyst for a high-level network assessment. This
reduction in network traffic will improve network performance overall.
Combined, these capabilities will go a long way towards improving the cyber management challenges
being seen in today’s network environments and will be seen in future large-scale networks. This will
consequently aid in maintaining a more secure network in the long run, allowing sophisticated and
substantial attacks to more readily be identified and resolved.
In addition to improving the efficiency of the network analysts, the proposed capability has additional
benefits towards large-scale collaborative environments. First, the focus on impact and vulnerability
assessment essentially amounts to a distributed data reduction technique. This reduces demands on the
network by reducing the computation required by the visualization environment. Additionally, it puts much
lower strain on any database system attempting to store the network data. This is exemplified by Fink et al.
[12] in which they identified that DOE networks currently generate 500 million events daily and network
analysts can only analyze 25-30% of the events they’d like to. Much of the time in the analysis process is
associated with database accesses [12][17]. The proposed data reduction technique distributes the
computation and reduces the volume of data, reducing the network and database impact and increasing the
amount of data feasibly analyzable by network analysts. Finally, the ability to prioritize attacks more
effectively and target the attacks of greater potential threat allows network analysts to provide a more secure
environment while continuing to support the connections needed for large-scale connections.
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